
Sunglasses with audio PHOENIX, 
Category 3, Bluetooth 5.1, Touch Sensor, 
Up to 6.5h battery life, IPX5 protection, 2 

lenses

DESCRIPTION

The PHOENIX sports glasses have been designed to listen to your favourite songs 

or podcasts while you practice sport thanks to their Bluetooth connection. With a 

modern and innovative design, these glasses include two types of lenses so you 

can wear them both day and night. With one or several touches you can answer 

calls, activate your voice assistant or manage the audio playback of your 

smartphone from your own glasses.

Double microphone

These smart sports glasses feature two microphones that offer better audio 

quality both during calls and when listening to music outdoors. Its ambient noise-

cancelling microphone and call microphone will give you an unparalleled audio 

experience.

Your fingers have control

Its touch sensor makes it much easier to manage calls, activate your voice 

assistant or play your favourite songs. Just a few taps on the surface and you have 

everything under control. And turning the glasses on and off is as simple as 

opening and closing the right temple.

Designed for athletes

This model of glasses aims to become the perfect training companion thanks to its 

ergonomics and functionalities. These category 3 glasses are designed for 

activities such as running, cycling or skiing. Their IPX5 protection also ensures 

that sweat and rain are not a problem for them.

Fully customisable

Two interchangeable lenses, one in grey and one in clear, allow you to adapt your 

glasses to different times of the day. The dark grey Category 3 lens has UV400 

protection, while the clear lens has UV320 protection. It also comes with 3 

different sized nose pads so that PHOENIX will fit your face the best.

Contents:

1 Sport sunglasses with audio

2 Lenses

3 Almohadillas nasales de distintos tamaños

1 Paño de limpieza

1 Cable de carga

1 Funda con gancho

Let nothing stop you!

These glasses have a 100mAh lithium polymer battery that can guarantee up to 

6.5 hours of autonomy with the glasses at 50% volume. What's more, the 

magnetic charging cable means that the PHOENIX glasses are fully charged in just 

1.5 hours - enough time to prepare for your next workout!
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Color Black

Type Category 3

Connectivity Bluetooth 5.1

Bluetooth profiles HFP, HSP, A2DP, AVRCP

Operating range 10 m

Autonomy Up to 6,5 hours

Charging time 1.5 hours

Battery 100 mAh

Degree of protection IPX5

UV Protection UV400 (Grey Lens) y UV320 (Clear Lens)

STRENGTHS
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REF. BXBGS01 EAN: 8427542126081 Recommended retail price: €69.99
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